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Port drayage, defined as a truck pickup from or delivery to a seaport with both the trip origin and destination in the same urban area, is a critical yet comparatively understudied link in the intermodal supply chain. Because port dray trucks operate primarily in urban environments, they can have a significant impact on congestion and air quality. The primary goal of this report is to identify dray industry characteristics at the Port of Houston Authority (POHA) to help planners prepare for future increases in container volumes while keeping in mind the twin needs of maintaining profitability and reducing societal costs. The report discusses the results of interviews with dray managers and a survey of 103 dray drivers at the Port of Houston Barbour’s Cut container terminal on driver demographics, working conditions, truck characteristics, route characteristics and port operations. The results of the study are then compared against the existing literature, most of which comes from the Los Angeles area. Substantial variation is shown in the age and mileage of trucks. While only a minority of drivers was unsatisfied with overall terminal efficiency, many had suggestions on ways in which efficiency could be improved. The industry in Houston is found to be relatively stable despite high container growth rates which have created driver shortages at some larger U.S. terminals. Lastly, the report examines methods in which the dray fleet in Houston could be modernized through air quality improvement grants.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Port drayage, defined as a truck container pickup from or delivery to a seaport terminal with both the trip origin and destination in the same urban area, is a critical yet comparatively understudied link in the intermodal supply chain. Because port dray trucks operate primarily in urban environments, they can have a significant impact on congestion and air quality. The primary goal of this report is to identify basic dray industry characteristics at the Port of Houston Authority (POHA) terminal at Barbours Cut to help planners prepare for growth in container volumes, while maintaining profitability and reducing societal costs.

To achieve this goal, the research team began by consulting with dray company managers and POHA officials to gain insights into the scope of the Port’s interaction with dray operators. Next, the research team sought the input of dray drivers at the Port. Working with both dray company managers and POHA officials, the team developed a twenty question survey covering a range of topics including driver demographics, driver working conditions, truck and route characteristics, and port operations. The survey was provided in both English and Spanish in a self-administered format with survey staff available to answer questions that drivers may have about a particular question.

The researchers first conducted a pilot study on June 5th, 2006 at one of the largest drayage firms in Houston with the permission of the firm’s management. The initial round of surveys generated 15 valid responses and also allowed the researchers to interview the drivers to make sure they interpreted the questions correctly in both the English and Spanish versions. Following success of the initial round of surveys, the researchers proceeded to interview drivers at the port on June 6th, 2006 between the hours of 9-12 AM and 2-4 PM, where 88 drivers were surveyed at Gates C1-C5 of the Barbour’s Cut terminal.

The results of the survey suggest that drayage operations at the Port of Houston are more stable and working conditions more acceptable than that previously recorded in the literature. The survey revealed that the average dray driver at the Port of Houston is older and more experienced than drivers at the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. Drivers also appear to work a high, but not overwhelming, number of hours and though a majority of drivers are owner-operators, nearly all drivers are associated with a trucking company. Somewhat surprisingly, this preliminary work indicated that driver turnover is relatively modest and well below that reported in other trucking sectors, like truck load carriers. Port of Houston dray drivers also drive newer vehicles than their counterparts at the Ports of LA/LB. Similar to LA/LB and other ports across the country adjacent to large urban areas; congestion in Houston is a concern for drivers that should be addressed in the near future. Even though current conditions in the drayage industry appear favorable at the Port of Houston, continued attention should be paid to improving efficiencies given the container volumes predicted in the near future.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

The growing importance of intermodal maritime trade to the U.S. economy has led logisticians to more carefully examine all components of the intermodal supply chain. Port drayage, defined for the purpose of this paper as a truck pickup from or delivery to a seaport with both the trip origin and destination in the same urban area, is a critical yet comparatively understudied link. On the surface, dray operations would seem to be a more technologically stagnant and therefore less interesting component of marine intermodalism when compared with the rapid advances in ship, crane and rail technology. Yet, while a major container port may operate with only a handful of crane operators, the same port will require the labor of hundreds of dray drivers to run smoothly. Therefore, improving dray operations can substantially improve the overall efficiency of a port.

Dray operations are discussed in the literature under a number of subcategories including cross border trucking operations, deliveries to and from rail heads, and deliveries to and from ports. In its unmarked form, the term drayage will most commonly refer to cross border deliveries. However, there are a number of operational and economic characteristics of cross border drayage, such as the ability to service vehicles within Mexico, which can make these operations functionally distinct from port drayage. Therefore, this paper refers specifically to marine port terminal drayage and does not imply that the findings described will be applicable to border operations.

Because port dray trucks operate primarily in urban environments, they have a proportionally greater impact on urban congestion and air quality when compared with long haul trucks. As a case in point, the goal of learning more about the composition of the drayage fleet in Los Angeles factored heavily into the recently released San Pedro Bay Ports Clean Air Action Plan (1). Furthermore, from a logistics perspective, the drayage component of the total intermodal cost can be quite significant. Research by Morlock in the 1990s clearly demonstrated how high drayage costs have limited the penetration of short haul rail intermodal (2). This was confirmed by a further study by Resor and Blaze examining short haul rail competitiveness and the constraints imposed by terminal and drayage costs (3). Congested conditions at port gates and other bottlenecks in the routes taken by dray drivers can drive up costs and squeeze profitability. While the U.S. Maritime Administration has concluded that most major ports in the United States still have “acceptable” landside access, container ports on average have more serious landside access problems than non-container ports (4). A study by ICF Consulting suggested that under current conditions, ports may not have sufficient motivation to improve gate access since the ports themselves do not directly bear the costs of this delay (5). Drayage costs may also be driven up by endogenous industry characteristics, such as suboptimal dispatching and inefficient allocation of capital. The US currently has an efficient freight transportation system with logistics consuming only 9.5% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 2005. However, this figure has increased from a low of 8.6% in 2003 driven in part by higher fuel prices (6). With total U.S. demand for freight movement expected to double by 2020, it is important to seek ways in which port drayage operations can be improved so that the cost of drayage does not constrain the advance of intermodal freight transportation (7).
The primary goal of this study is to identify dray industry characteristics at the Port of Houston Authority (POHA) to help planners prepare for the predicted growth in container volumes. Container traffic at the POHA has more than doubled over the past ten years. From the public’s perspective, the primary manifestation of container growth at the Port will be more trucks on the roadways. In order to properly assess what impact this growth will have on the city with regard to congestion, safety and air quality issues, planners would greatly benefit from a better understanding of the characteristics of these trucks and their drivers. An aggregated profile of the Port of Houston dray industry could also assist the Port and private operators in making better investment decisions. The results presented in this paper represent the first stage in this process.

The Barbours Cut container terminal in Houston is Texas’s only major container handling facility and the dominant container port on the Gulf Coast. It currently handles an annual volume of 1.5 million twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs), roughly balanced between imports and exports. The current facility has six berths and is already significantly beyond its design capacity. Maersk holds a long-term lease on one berth along with a separate set of entry gates which were not included in the sample. Most of the future growth is expected to occur at a new greenfield terminal, named Bayport, which will open in late 2006 a few miles to the south of Barbours Cut. Upon full build-out, the Bayport terminal will eventually be able to lift approximately 2.24 million TEUs per year. The vast majority of cargo emanating from both of these facilities will depend on dray trucks for delivery to local customers, regional distribution centers or rail yards, thereby potentially placing thousands of trucks on the road network each day. Houston is reflective of a trend within the liner service industry of concentrating volumes at the largest and most efficient container ports, even when these ports are located in or near urban areas with pre-existing congestion problems. Houston is already one of the most congested cities in the country. According to the Texas Transportation Institute (TTI) congestion index, Houston ranks fifth in terms of annual hours of delay per traveler (8). Furthermore, in Houston, many of the major rail yards and distribution centers that dray drivers need to access are located near the center of the city. It is therefore critical for the purpose of public safety that these trucks and their drivers meet acceptable standards.
CHAPTER 2: STUDY APPROACH

While there have been relatively few comprehensive studies that focus on the drayage component of intermodalism directly, port drayage is frequently mentioned in the industry press. For this reason, a body of conventional wisdom has evolved regarding the status and characteristics of port dray drivers and their vehicles. For example, analysts such as Prince have argued that drivers who are owner-operators face a significantly lower earning potential than drivers who are company drivers due in large part to the lack of market power (9). Prince describes the trucking industry as analogous to a pyramid with unionized company drivers at the apex and container drayage owner-operators at the very bottom, usually making around $6/hour after expenses are taken out. Obviously, if the container drayage industry is this marginal, shippers can not be confident that they will be able to attract sufficient numbers of experienced operators in times of rising demand. Other writers have referenced the purported deteriorated condition of dray trucks or driver inexperience as consistent problems plaguing the industry.

At present, a disproportionate share of the literature on port container drayage comes from the Los Angeles and Long Beach (LA/LB) areas. While Los Angeles and Long Beach operations are important for international trade and the leader in showcasing new technologies such as PierPass, Cold Ironing1, and the Alameda Corridor, researchers must be cautious in applying the characteristics of LA/LB to the rest of the nation. In other words, not every trend encountered by LA/LB will be reflected in other large container ports around the country. Research from regional container ports in the 1-2 million TEU range such as Houston, Savannah, Tacoma or Norfolk may be more useful in elucidating relevant drayage issues for ports of this size and also for ports in the 100,000 – 1 million TEU range that expect rapid growth in the future.

The research team began the part of the study discussed in this report by interviewing officials at the Port of Houston Barbours Cut terminal to learn about the scope of the Port’s interactions with dray drivers. Administrators at Barbours Cut keep detailed records on truck turn-times from the time the truck enters the gate until the time it leaves. The port uses this data to demonstrate the general level of customer service it is providing drivers. Truck-turn times, however, do not capture the driver’s entire experience at the port because they do not show how long a driver waited prior to entering the gates. The port provided researchers with a list of firms that are registered to do business at the port. As of January 2006, there were 583 truck companies registered as drayage operators by the Port of Houston. Several of these firms were contacted by the researchers for phone and in person interviews.

From interviews with local drayage firm managers, the researchers learned that the port drayage industry in the Houston area in 2006 could generally be described as healthy. There is currently a strong demand for drivers with several companies indicating they have been able to raise driver rates in the last three years after long periods of stagnation. One informant stated that many of his newer drivers had

---

1 Cold Ironing is a naval term referring to the main engines being shut down. Ship power is provided by electricity supplied by the terminal while the ship is berthed.
previously worked at the Port of Los Angeles and Long Beach but had moved to Houston to avoid the
gate congestion that was inhibiting their profitability. He had even taken to advertising in Los Angeles
newspapers to recruit more LA drivers.

Most firms have also enacted fuel surcharges in the last two years. The net impact of higher fuel
costs on driver profitability is varied, with some drayage managers reporting that truckers are actually able
to earn higher profits due to surcharges and others reporting that the surcharges only partially
compensate the drivers for higher costs. Dray drivers who work for firms such as these typically own their
own truck but depend on the firm to organize deliveries and dispatch. While the ultimate responsibility for
the truck lies with the owner-operator, firms have a strong incentive to discourage their drivers from using
trucks which are unreliable or safe for reasons of company reputation and potential liability. Some firms
also reported that they place a maximum age limit on trucks that their owner operators can drive.

Despite the prevalence of firms that aggregate drivers under definite companies, the port drayage
industry is still more decentralized than most other types of transportation workers. According to the
Teamsters, 80% of all port drivers nationwide are non-unionized owner-operators (10). In this
environment, there is no substitute for speaking to drivers directly.

One recent analysis that took this direct approach was a study conducted on drayage at the Port
of LA/LB by Monaco and Grobar. This extensive survey included 36 questions on topics ranging from
rates of pay, demographic characteristics and safety practices (11). The researchers collected 175
surveys which the drivers completed while they waited to enter the Port gates. Monaco and Grobar found
that most drivers are able to earn acceptable annual salaries, but do so by working exceptionally long
hours under difficult conditions. On average, dray drivers at these Ports reported that they spent 48
percent of their total trip time waiting to get in and out of the port (10).

The landside congestion levels at the Port of Houston reflect those of other US terminals
operating in the 1-2 million TEU range and do not approach the levels of Los Angeles and Long Beach
terminals. Firms that were interviewed generally reported that wait times at the port gates have actually
decreased in recent years thanks to improved customer service despite the fact that TEU volumes have
soared during this period. It was impossible to verify these reports scientifically due to an absence of
historical data. Several managers reported that bottlenecks at the port gates in which drivers need an
hour or more to enter the facility do still occur on occasion.

Given the relative lack of long lines at the port entrance gates, the researchers could not survey
drivers as they idled outside the gate and therefore sought another opportunity when the drivers would
have sufficient downtime. Port of Houston Authority (POHA) staff suggested that drivers may have a small
window of time (approximately 10 minutes) after they had pulled past the gate while waiting for their
paperwork to be completed. With these constraints in mind, the researchers designed a survey that would
be less extensive than the survey administered at the Ports of LA/LB but still capture the most critical
data. As a trial run, the researchers conducted an initial round of surveys on June 5th, 2006 at one of the
largest drayage firms in Houston with the permission of the firm management. This initial round of surveys
generated 15 valid responses and also allowed the researchers to interview the drivers to make sure they interpreted the questions correctly for both the English and Spanish versions. Following success of the initial round of surveys, the researchers proceeded to interview drivers at the port on the following day, June 6th. Between the hours of 9-12 AM and 2-4 PM, 88 drivers were surveyed at Gates C1-C5 of the Barbours Cut terminal.
CHAPTER 3: SURVEY RESULTS

The Port of Houston driver survey consisted of twenty questions covering a range of topics including driver demographics, driver working conditions, truck and route characteristics, and port operations. The survey was provided in both English and Spanish in a self-administered format with surveyors available to answer questions that drivers may have about a particular question. The survey produced 103 valid results and had a response rate of 87%. In total, 39 of the 103 respondents chose to complete the survey in Spanish (37%). Survey questions and driver responses are given in Appendix A.

DRIVER DEMOGRAPHICS

The first section of the survey asked drivers questions listed in Table 1 about their age, education, and years of experience. Most drivers were found to be between 35 and 44 years old. The age profile of the drivers is consistent with the results found at the Ports of LA/LB and likely strengthens the hypothesis that middle age drivers will be comparatively more attracted to intracity delivery jobs because they can spend more nights at home. Monaco and Grobar found that the mean age of dray drivers operating at the Ports of LA/LB was 40.4 with 10% of drivers 30 or younger and another 10% 52 or older (1). With regard to educational attainment, the Port of Houston survey found that a relatively small percentage (16%) of drivers did not have high school equivalency, while one third (34%) reported having some college training. This is again consistent with Monaco and Grobar’s findings at the Ports of LA/LB, where 17.4% of respondents did not have a high school degree and a combined 29% had either a vocational or technical degree, associates, or some college.

Dray drivers at the Port of Houston have worked in the trucking industry for an average of 12 years. On the whole, drivers tend to be highly experienced with the vast majority drivers having more than six years of experience (80%). This suggests that in Houston the port dray profession cannot easily be described as a transitory profession for drivers who are simply trying to enter a more lucrative level of the trucking industry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question, (Number of responses)</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is your age? (103)</td>
<td>24 and under</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55 and over</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the highest educational level that you have completed? (102)</td>
<td>Less than HS</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HS degree of GED</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some College</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>College Degree</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How many years have you worked as a truck driver? (103)</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DRIVER WORKING CONDITIONS

The next set of questions in the survey asked drivers about the number of hours worked per day and per week; health insurance coverage, truck ownership, and membership in a trucking company (see Table 2). In the context of a drayage operation, a trucking company will usually mean a dispatching firm. The survey found that, on average, drivers work 10 hour days and 50-55 hour weeks. Intracity driver hours-of-service are limited by Texas law to no more than 12 per day. In total, 17% of drivers stated that they worked exactly 12 hours per day. Five drivers reported working over 12 hours per day.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question, (Number of responses)</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How many hours do you work per day? (95)</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How many hours do you work per week? (76)</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you own your own truck? (102)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you belong to a trucking company? (98)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you have health insurance? (102)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Despite the fact that most drivers were middle-aged men working in a relatively high-risk profession, only a third (33%) had health insurance. The majority (76%) owned their own truck, although the vast majority of the drivers (90%) reported that they belonged to a trucking firm. This is an interesting finding given that port dray drivers are typically assumed to be “independent” owner-operators. While it is technically possible for a driver to be a one-man shop, most drivers apparently find it more beneficial to belong to a firm. A firm can serve a number of important functions that can benefit both the drivers and the port. For example, a firm can help its drivers engage in at least a modest amount of collective bargaining while a fully independent driver is forced to be a pure price-taker. Furthermore, firms can use their influence to press the port or the surrounding urban area to take steps to improve efficiency. As an example, at the Port of Houston a group of dray firms pooled their resources to hire off-duty police officers to speed operations at a four way stop near the port that had become a bottleneck. After the port saw the positive impact of this change, it agreed to finance a portion of the cost. As mentioned previously, firms can also help planners by discouraging the use of older or less safe trucks.

TRUCK CHARACTERISTICS

Given that most drivers purchase their own vehicle, the research team was interested in learning more about the profile of vehicles dray drivers selected. Thus, the survey asked questions shown in Table 3 about the make, age, and mileage of the trucks that are being used to conduct dray operations at the port. Generally speaking, the vehicles used for container drayage at the Port of Houston are not substantially different in make from the long-haul fleet comprised of Class 8 trucks. Freightliner held a
substantial percentage of the total market, followed by KW, International, Volvo and Peterbilt. Due to the fact most dray drivers buy used vehicles, the vehicles they purchase are often tailored to suit over the highway hauls rather than intracity deliveries. For example, the majority of drivers were observed to have trucks with sleeper cabins which in this context would create dead weight. Officials at the port of Los Angeles and Long Beach have also reported the prevalence of sleeper cabins amongst the drayage fleet (1).

**TABLE 3. SURVEY QUESTIONS AND RESULTS: TRUCK CHARACTERISTICS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question, (Number of responses)</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is the make of your truck? (97)</td>
<td>Freightliner</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>International</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KW</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the year of your truck? (101)</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How many miles are currently on your vehicle? (93)</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>637,115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>724,456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughly, how many miles did you driver your truck last year? (69)</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>123,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>60,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The trucks in the sample were relatively old, but not as old on average as the reported LA/LB fleet. A modern diesel engine has a useful life of over one million miles if properly maintained. As can be seen in Figure 1, the bulk of the vehicles had significantly fewer miles. The average truck was nine years old with 637,000 miles. In comparison, a 2004 analysis by Starcrest Consulting Group found that the average truck serving the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach was 12.9 years old (12). Respondents who were identified as primarily intracity drivers reported that they drove their truck on average 61,000 miles last year. The total sample average was 123,000 miles per year but this figure also includes drivers who were primarily long haul truckers. The median of 60,000 miles per year matched the estimates provided separately by Houston dray industry managers.

![Figure 1. Vehicle mileage](image_url)
ROUTE CHARACTERISTICS

Increasing congestion levels threaten to constrain the productivity of dray haulers. While long haul truckers can often plan their trips to avoid the worst urban congestion, dray haulers must make deliveries during standard business hours since their schedules are tied to the port operating hours. With this concern in mind, the survey asked drivers about the average length of their hauls, the number of trips to the port they were able to make in a typical day and the frequency with which trucks carrying inbound containers left without return cargo (bobtailing) as seen in Table 4. Since drivers are paid per delivery, the number of port trips per day is highly salient in determining profitability. The survey also asked where drivers run into the worst traffic along their routes, and most frequent cause of their delay. According to the port drivers, the median dray distance, defined as one haul from either a pickup point to the port or from the port to a delivery point, was 60 miles. The mean of 199 miles is again skewed by data from intercity drivers. If the subset of drivers who reported an average dray distance of 100 miles or less are analyzed separately, the average dray haul was 48 miles and the average number of trips to the port per day was 3.2. In the Houston metro area, drivers run into the worst traffic along Barbours Cut Boulevard leading to the port complex, followed by Interstate10 and Loop 610 North. According to the port drivers, the top three causes of traffic delay from first to third were construction zones, an inadequate number of lanes, and accidents/stalled vehicles. The drivers were queried as to their use of toll lanes due the fact that Houston has several toll facilities that provide close substitutes for free alternative routes and would likely be used more frequently if congestion became more burdensome.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question, (Number of Responses)</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is the average length of each drayage haul (from either a pickup point to the port or from the port to a delivery point)? (96)</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How many trips do you make to Barbours Cut Terminal (gates C1-C5) in a typical day? (103)</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On this trip, will you leave the terminal empty or loaded? (81)</td>
<td>Empty</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loaded</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where do you run into the worst traffic along your route? (82)</td>
<td>Freeway interchange</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the primary cause of your traffic delay?</td>
<td>Access ramp</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inadequate # of lanes</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incidents</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Construction zone</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often do you use a toll facility for your dray hauls? (97)</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Once a week</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-3 times a week</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rarely or never</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PORT OPERATIONS

Finally, the research team wanted to gather drivers’ opinions as to what actions the port could take to improve the efficiency of the drayage system at its Barbours Cut terminal. Port drivers were asked to identify the length of the wait times entering the Barbour’s Cut terminal gates operated by the POHA. Additionally, port drivers selected their satisfaction level with port efficiency from a list of options and then identified what could be done to improve port efficiency. Drivers entering the C1-C5 gates reported that they experienced wait times of 70 minutes on average. On their most recent trip to the port, (Tuesday, June 5th when the surveys were conducted) drivers reported waiting an average of 27 minutes. Self-reported wait times such as these do not carry the same level of accuracy as would a direct observational study conducted over a period of randomly selected sampling periods. What can be concluded from the data is that the selected sample period represented a below average wait time. This is likely due to the fact that there was no ship in dock on the day of the survey. Given the fact that export containers are required to be dropped off significantly in advance of a ship’s departure, this factor may not have had a significant effect on the sample. Still, POHA officials remarked that the survey day had been a relatively slow day at the port. Drivers identified the top three actions that could be taken to improve port efficiency as increasing the number of booths at terminal entrances, offering extended port operating hours, and improving terminal yard operations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question, (Number of Responses)</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How long is your average wait time entering Barbours Cut Terminal (gates C1-C5) in minutes? (88)</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How long was your wait time entering Barbours Cut Terminal (gates C1-C5) in minutes on this trip? (88)</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How pleased are you with the efficiency of Barbours Cut Terminal (gates C1-C5)? (94)</td>
<td>Very Satisfied</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unsatisfied</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What would be the most effective action to improve efficiency of Barbours Cut Terminal (gates C1-C5)?</td>
<td>Offer extended port operating hours</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide scheduled container pick-up times</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase the number of booths at terminal entrances</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improve terminal yard operations</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streamline driver and ship carrier operations</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 4: STRATEGIES FOR IMPROVING DRAY EFFICIENCY

The salient factor in whether or not a dray driver can turn a profit is the number of trips to or from the port he can make in a day. Lowering the time drivers spend in queue would increase this average. A reduction in queuing would also carry substantial air quality benefits as well as decreasing fuel costs. As mentioned previously, dray firms in the Houston area have engineered innovative solutions to speed traffic around the port such as hiring off duty police officers with their own money. The port has also recently extended gate hours to smooth the peak traffic. It should be noted that the port itself does not have full control over the peak situation since drivers are constrained not only by port hours but also by the hours of operation at their destinations. The Barbours Cut terminal is also constantly working to improve its internal truck turn time given that this improvement benefits the efficiency of drivers and the terminal equally.

One area of concern amongst policymakers in the Houston area concerned with air quality has been the comparatively advanced age of the drayage fleet. While the use of second-hand semi-trailers is in many ways an economically efficient allocation of private capital, the financial factors that make the allocation of capital within the industry logical at the micro (i.e., company or firm) level are not always sufficient when considering societal costs, such as safety, congestion, and pollution.

Modernizing the composition of the drayage fleet is another way to positively impact long term profitability while lowering the societal impact of dray operations. The average truck in our sample, a 1996 Class 8 semi trailer, was estimated to produce an average of 17.2 grams of NOx per mile while a 2007 model year truck is expected to produce only 3 grams per mile (13). Therefore, with an average usage of 60,000 miles per year, each 1996 truck that is replaced by an equivalent 2007 model would lower Houston NOx emissions by .95 tons per year. For the past several years, substantial federal Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) funding has been made available to the City of Houston to subsidize the scrappage and replacement of older engines. However, according to officials at the Houston-Galveston Area Council, few dray drivers have applied despite the fact that port drayage trucks generally fit the profile of vehicles that would be eligible for substantial grants. Air quality grants are only one possible method by which the dray fleet in Houston could be improved. The dray industry would also be a natural venue for the introduction of diesel-electric or diesel-hydraulic hybrid technologies into the US trucking fleet given the large percentage of a dray’s engine cycle spent in idle or creep idle mode, thereby producing additional gains in fuel-efficiency and emissions.
Figure 2. Truck model year
CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS

The results of the study presented in this report mark a first step in gaining a greater understanding of the characteristics of drayage at Texas deepwater ports. Although the study captured only one randomly selected day at the Port, the decentralized nature of the dray industry is likely to have produced a sufficient degree of randomness to draw preliminary results. As research continues through 2007, the researchers hope to refine and repeat the survey to examine possible seasonality effects. The validity of the initial survey was also greatly aided by the extremely low refusal rate. The results suggest that despite the rapid increase in TEU volumes at the Port of Houston in recent years, the drayage industry has managed to maintain relative stability. Several possible reasons for this performance exist. For example, the drayage industry is not as subject to some of the constraints that impede market responsiveness of other transportation industries such as high upfront capital costs or unionization. The researchers did not directly query drivers on their profitability, nevertheless the information collected from Houston dray managers suggested that there has been a relatively low rate of market exit since compensation rates have increased in recent years. Port drayage is a difficult and physically demanding profession. Still, the researchers found that most firms were able to attract sufficient numbers of qualified drivers despite a nationwide trucker shortage that has affected all areas of the trucking industry.

Even if most drivers are currently able to earn an acceptable return, this should not prevent researchers from examining ways in which the industry could be made more efficient by methods such as reducing deadheading, shortening queues and modernizing the dray fleet. The challenge for improving the dray industry is to create win-win solutions that benefit the working conditions and profitability of drivers while at the same time improving overall port efficiency and lower the associated negative externalities of the industry. If these strategies are realized the dray component of the marine intermodal system can become more efficient and more closely tailored to its specific role within the supply chain while remaining a resourceful and profitable industry sub-sector.
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APPENDIX A

Port of Houston Driver Survey

This survey is being conducted as part of a Center for Transportation Research (CTR) study on port driver operations at the Port of Houston. Your participation in this study is voluntary and any information you provide will be anonymously tabulated in the results. To obtain the survey results, please contact Nathan Hutson at nhutson@mail.utexas.edu or (512) 232-3077. Thank you for your participation!

1) What is your age? – 103 responses, Average – 35-44 years old
   _ (2) 24 and under   _ (23) 25-34   _ (48) 35-44   _ (26) 45-54   _ (3) 55 and over

2) What is the highest educational level that you have completed?
   102 responses, Average – HS degree or GED
   _ (16) Less than HS   _ (51) HS degree or GED   _ (30) Some college   _ (5) College degree

3) How many years have you worked as a truck driver?
   103 responses, Average – 12 years

4) How many hours do you work per day and per week?
   Per day, 95 responses, Average – 10.2 hours
   Per week, 76 responses, Average – 54.5 hours

5) Do you own your truck? – 102 responses, 76% own their own truck
   _ (78) Yes   _ (24) No

6) Do you belong to a trucking company? – 98 responses, 90% belong to a trucking company
   _ (88) Yes   _ (10) No

7) Do you have health insurance? – 102 responses, 67% do NOT have health insurance
   _ (34) Yes   _ (68) No

8) What are the make, model, and year of your truck?
   Make, 97 responses, Top ranking responses - #1 Freightliner (52), #2 KW (15), #3 International (13)
   Model, 39 responses, no single model received more than 6 responses
   Year, 101 responses, Average – 1997 Model Year (roughly 9 year old trucks)

9) How many miles are currently on your vehicle?
   93 responses, Average – 637,115 miles

10) What is the average length of each drayage haul (one haul is from either a pickup point to the port or from the port to a delivery point)?
    96 responses, Average – 199 miles
11) How many trips do you make to Barbours Cut Terminal (gates C1-C5) in a typical day?
103 responses, Average – 2.6 trips

12) On this trip, if you arrived at the port terminal with a container, will you leave the terminal empty or loaded? – 95 responses, nearly a 50/50 split
   (42) Empty  (39) Loaded  (3) N/A  (11) Both

13) Roughly how many miles did you drive your truck last year?
69 responses, Average – 123,000 miles

14) Where do you run into the worst traffic along your route?
82 responses (some drivers cited more than one road), Top ranking responses - #1 Barbours Cut Blvd. (38), #2 – I-10 (25), #3 – 610N (9)

15) What was the primary cause of the traffic delay (please check one)?
111 responses (some drivers provided more than one response), Top ranking responses - #1 – Construction zone, #2 – Inadequate # of lanes, #3 – Accidents/stalled vehicles
   (12) Freeway interchange/intersection  (3) Entrance/exit ramp  (25) Inadequate # of lanes
   (22) Accidents/stalled vehicles  (35) Construction zone  (14) Other:_________________

16) How often do you use a toll facility for your dray hauls?
97 responses, 72% rarely or never use a toll facility
   (8) Daily  (9) 2-3 times a week  (10) Once a week  (70) Rarely or Never

17) On average, how long is your wait time (idle time) entering Barbours Cut Terminal (gates C1-C5) in minutes?
88 responses, Average – 70 minutes

18) How long was your wait time entering Barbours Cut Terminal (gates C1-C5) in minutes on this trip?
88 responses, Average – 27 minutes

19) How pleased are you with the efficiency of Barbours Cut Terminal (gates C1-C5)?
94 responses, Average - Neutral
   (5) Very Satisfied  (17) Satisfied  (29) Neutral  (43) Unsatisfied
20) What would be the most effective action to improve efficiency of Barbours Cut Terminal (gates C1-C5) (please check one)?

134 responses (some drivers provided more than one response), Top ranking responses - #1 Increase the number of booths at terminal entrances (38), #2 Offer extended port operating hours (30), #3 Improve terminal yard operations (29)

_(30)_Offer extended port operating hours          _(10)_Provide scheduled container pick-up times

_(38)_Increase the number of booths at terminal entrances  _(29)_Improve terminal yard operations

_(9)_Streamline driver and ship carrier operations  _(1)_Other: __________________________

Additional responses:
(12) – hire better port personnel, (3) – improve Barbour’s Cut Boulevard, (1) – improve chassis pool, (1) – modernize the port facility
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In this report, TTI analyzes the impact of Texas ports on the state economy. Unlike other gulf states, Texas ports do not receive state government subsidies. According to TTI, state employment attributable to Texas ports in 1994 was 942,883. In that year, Texas ports generated earnings of $30 billion (18.6% of Gross State Product). TTI contends that the port cities are not the only ones who benefit from this economic activity and state that it is important for the state to become more involved in supporting the various ports along the state’s gulf coast.

Double stack rail cars were first introduced in the 1980’s, reducing rail haul costs and making intermodal traffic competitive at distances of about 500 miles as opposed to 750 miles. In this report, Resor and Blaze consider the impact and opportunity presented by double stack technology. Despite the improvements brought on by double stack technology, a reduction in rail costs between 40-50%, the authors found that most intermodal traffic is still being handled by long haul trucks. A major reason for this is the fact that three quarters of truck tonnage moves distances of less than 500 miles, a distance where rail has been unable to effectively compete. One successful short-haul intermodal market that offers some hope for rail is from Jacksonville, FL to Miami, FL. Along this route, goods ship via rail from Miami to Jacksonville then goes via truck to East Coast destinations. Naturally, ports have been very interested in considering the opportunities presented by double stacking. Recently, the Port of New York undertook a study to determine the competitiveness of short haul rail to regional destinations with a mix of single and double stack scenarios. In the study, point to point cost was much cheaper via rail than truck (20 times cheaper). However, the rail costs did not include drayage and terminal charges and it was assumed that the truck was returning to port empty (only a one-way haul). Adjusting for these factors, truck comes out ahead even though double stacking has significantly decrease rail line haul costs.
Ways to reduce rail costs:

1) Clear rail routes for double stack cars
2) Improve intermodal connectors (roads that connect ports and rail yards) to allow draymen to make more trips during the working day
3) Centrally manage drayage operations to help match drivers with loads to increase productivity
4) Have rail yard within the port area
5) Use “dry ports”. Move containers via rail from ports to inland locations to avoid drayage costs.
6) Use public/private partnerships to reduce terminal costs


This report presents a wealth of facts about the U.S. transportation network, and more specifically the national rail network including the following:

- The U.S. has the most efficient freight transportation system in the world and faces a doubling in demand by 2020. Logistics in the U.S. consumes only 9.5% of GDP (2001), far lower than other developed countries.
- Demand for freight will not be able to be met by expanding the highway network according to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).
- Cost of building railroad mainline is $1-$2 million/mile, for urban highway $10 million/mile
- In 1984 one single stack train per week went from the California coast to inland via intermodal. Today, over 241 double stack trains per week do so.
- A single 5,000 twenty foot vessel will generate 7 double stack trains.
- To meet short to middle distance shipping challenges, the RoadRailer has been developed – a trailer with interchangeable rail or road wheels. The RoadRailer works on both highway and railroad.
Morlok, Edward. Summary of Research Results in University of Pennsylvania Study on Reducing Intermodal Drayage Costs and Improving Service Quality on Conrail.
Drayage costs currently account for 40% of the total price for door-to-door intermodal movements paid out by Conrail. As a large component of total intermodal cost, yet short length of an intermodal move, in this study Morlok conducts a case study of the Morrisville terminal to determine where intermodal drayage costs may be reduced. Here is what Morlok learned:

Case study of Morrisville terminal:
- Under the current system trailer movements are between $72,400 and $78,600 and could be reduced to $45,000 (a savings of $30,000 or 40%) if drayage operations are centralized allowing total tractor hours and tractor miles to be reduced translating into reduced payments for draymen.
- Another concern is quality of drayage service. Time related level of service constraints have been considered, but it is uncertain if drayage companies would charge more for quicker service.
- In the end, improvements in drayage are physically possible, but institutionally there are a number of issues to overcome. Intermodal retailers deal with the draymen, not Conrail, engendering conflict and inefficient operations.

FHWA: Freight Management and Operations – Advancing Intermodal Cargo Information.
This document deals with technological advances in the drayage industry. Today, drayage is mostly comprised of small to mid sized companies. The few larger companies embrace technological advances. New tech is used to track shipments for customers and to help drayage companies figure out driver movement and more efficient route and driver schedules. GPS technology is used in drayage as well as cheaper cellular tech. Cellular tech is effective in urban locations where GPS is not and is more commonly used by the smaller firms. Until GPS technology become a cheaper and more practical alternative, cellular technology will continue to be a mainstay in the drayage industry.

Advancing Intermodal Cargo Information System Deployments Across Modes and Regions.
Technology and terminology in freight:
Data exchange technologies for cargo transport
Extranets – use of internet for tracking by customers and business partners.
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) – transfer of cargo data through electronic transaction sets. Allows for automated billing, routine data transfer between databases, freight tracking.
Terminal freight and equipment tracking

*RF Tags* – radio signals that establish real time data exchange. Used to check rail car numbers vs. train composition information in the Port Management System.

*Smart cards* – wallet sized cards used to manage the entrance and exit of vehicles in the terminal yard.

*Satellite-based technologies* – locate cargo and equipment within meters using GPS.

**Port Management Information Systems (PMIS)**

*Logistics module* – controls flow of ships, cargo, and personnel.

*Physical assets module* – datable of terminal assets used to schedule maintenance of port facilities and equipment.

**Freight Carriers: From Modal Fragmentation to Coordinated Logistics. Federal Highway Administration.**

Coordinated logistics is the integration of distinct logistics activities such as cross-modal coordination or the bundling of transportation and inventory control. The rapid expansion of global and “hemispheric” (such as NAFTA) trade and rising shipper expectations have forced many carriers to abandon single-mode product offerings, and develop mode-neutral service products. Whereas shippers see the opportunity for better and more cost-effective service products, carriers see the high cost of information systems necessary to manage a coordinated product. Today, the trucking industry is fragmented, however, the degree of concentration among the largest lines has grown. Coordinated logistics has created fewer, larger service providers offering quality service in the trucking industry. In the rail industry this is not the case. A consolidated rail industry has resulted in poorer quality.

5 trends pushing and shaping cross modal operational strategies:

1) the rapid development and adoption of information technologies for tracking shipments and managing fleets
2) economic competition for capital
3) carrier concentration and consolidation
4) globalization in the economy
5) the evolution of networks

3 categories of technologies available for freight transportation:

1) Shipment and asset tracking technologies
2) Routing and dispatch optimization models
3) Commercial transaction management software
- Intermodal drayage has not kept pace with advancements in ships and stack trains
- Currently, drayage is a complicated web of overlaying transactions.
- Company drivers cost 50% more per mile than owner-operators
- Owner-operators only make about $6/hr after expenses
- Drayage operators face longer intercity movements, reducing the number of trips that may be made in a day.
- Terminals have instigated reduced terminal storage from 5 to 4 days and railroads sometimes only allow 24 hours at intermodal hubs
- Rising insurance costs are having a negative impact on the drayage industry
- Draymen don’t get paid as quickly as other components of intermodal shipment. Some wait for 2 months while a steamship company is prepaid.
- Rising equipment and operating costs

Chuck Mack, Teamsters port division director, is spearheading an effort to combat line carriers and shippers who shortchange port drivers. This article discusses why the Teamsters are concerned with the state of the drayage industry and what the Teamsters have proposed as a resolution to the problems. According to the Teamsters, 80% of port drivers today are non-unionized owner-operators. These drivers often work 60 to 80 hours a week for $7 to $8/hour and generally lack basic benefits, such as health care insurance. Because of the low pay and long hours, there is a high driver turnover rate that poses a potential security threat to the ports. One solution to the problem is to give port drivers more leverage by eliminating liner carriers’ antitrust immunity privileges originally granted in the 1998 Ocean Shipping Reform Act.
“These workers are not scabs. They are not willingly driving themselves into bankruptcy. They deserve the same right to economic security and opportunity as you and me. Together we must end this exploitation and bring dignity and economic justice to everyone on the waterfront.” – Chuck Mack

“Generally speaking...we are concerned about drayage – both on the foreign side of the supply chain and on the domestic side of the supply chain.” – Elaine Dezenski, director of cargo security policy for the Department of Homeland Security’s border and transportation security directorate “There’s not a capability to track where that trucker is going with that cargo. And they don’t always show up at the port at the time you think.”
Trucking companies serving the Port of Los Angeles and Long Beach are having a tough time retaining drivers due to increased congestion at the ports. According to Stephanie Williams of the California Trucking Association, between 10-20% of the 12,000 truck operators who pull freight in the harbor have moved on to other trucking work over the past two months. An informal survey conducted by 11 trucking companies suggested truckers are sometimes forced to wait all day just to get one cargo container.


Over the course of a week at the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach Monaco and Grobar conducted an in-depth survey of dray drivers. Monaco and Grobar’s research provided a wealth of information about the nature and status of the dray industry in the Los Angeles area and their survey methodology provided a model for the establishment of our own dray survey at the Port of Houston.